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The Finance of Reconstruction 
conaensdftoaL LOADON A A D  C A N B ~ I D O E .  ECOAOJIIC S E R V I C E  BULLETIN 

%. W. PAISH 
This important if highly-technical article by an eminent statistician, 
and lecturer at the London School of Economies, places the cost of 
Britain's Reconstruction programme against the Capital available to 
carry it out. Can 
that gap be tiridged? Or must the Reconstruction programme- 
including the Housing programme'-be drastically revised 7 . The 

author gives an answer to both questions. , ' . 
T H E  cost of the recent war was covered in three ways : out of current income ; 

by consumption of capital ; and by contributions from overseas. Recon- 
struction' is normally regarded as covering both the replacement of destroyed 
capital and the overtaking of arrears of maintenance and replacement. The  
rebuilding of overseas capital is a sepakate and longer-term problem. 

The  problem, cannot be considered in isol?tion' from the creation of new 
capital ; in many cases this is as urgent as the replacement of losses: I n  considering 
how reconstruction can be financed, we must therefore take account of the whole 
range of capital expenditure contemplated during the reconstruction period. This 
period is taken arbitrarily as ten years from.the end of 1945. 

No attempt has beetimade to compile a complete list of the many plans which 
h k h e e n  put forward on greater or less authority. Instead, two figures have been 
calculated ; one puts each item at a bare minimum level ; the other is a fair guess, 
low rather than high, at the needs which are likely to develop. 

An estimate of internal physical destruction presented during the Washington 
Negotiations (Cmd. 6707) puts total damage to property at E860 million, equal to 
E1,450 million at current (end 1945) replacement costs. The  White Paper on 
National Income and Expenditure of the United Kingdom 1938-45 (Cmd. 6784) 
puts the value of war-time restoration of buildings at E300 million,.giving us a net 
figure of E l , l S O  million. 

Taking an 
average replacement cost of E75 per gross ton, the cost of building up our 
merchant fleet to its 1939 level would be about E300 million. 

, 
It discloses a gap of & O O ~ O O  millions a year. 

. 

The  other item in war destruction is our net loss of shipping. 

Unspent Balance Inadequate : 
Some estimate of the arrears of maintenance and replacement can bk derived 

from Cmd. 6784. For 1940-45 the total sums allowed for depreciation and main- 
tenance aggregate E3,100 Mn. Private capital formation in the same years and 
capital formation by public authorities for civil purposes are put at El,509 Mn. 
The  net depletion of non-war capital assets of public authorities was E68 Mn., 
so that we are left with over El,500 Mn. as the unused depreciation funds of private 
business. But thest allowances will have been made mainly on the original cost 
of the assets, and it is reasonable to assume that the unspent balance will be quite 
inadequate to cover replacement and deferred maintenance at post-war prices. 
If we add 50 per cent. we shall certainly be too low. This gives us QJ.50- 
EZ,SOO Mn. as the cost of making good wartime depreciation of durable business 
assets and ,(100-120 Mn. for that of non-war assets of public authorities. T h e  
cost of building up.business stocks of raw materials, goods in progress and finished 
goods awaiting sale can hardly be put at less than E250 Mn., and may well be at 

* '  1 
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2 ECONOMIC DIGEST 

least E500 Mn. 
restoring business assets to their, pre-war level. 

chattels presents some difficulty. The  post-war demand is not increased by the 
sum of all purchases foregone during the war ; but even so it seems probable that 
.over the ten years, there will be a desire to increase consumption by anything 
from L750 Mn. to.L1,500 Mn. 

Now we must turn to new capital construction. At the head of the list come 
the Government's housing plans. These are said to envisage the construction of 
4 Mn. in ten years from VE day. Even if we envisage house construction only a t  
an average rate equal to that of the immediate pre-war years, we get a total of 3 Mn. 
I think that El,lOO per house is a minimum figure for the whole period, and the 
cost might we!] be as high as E1,SOO. This gives us figures of L3,300 Mn. or 
E4,500 Mn. 
' 

Next we have other new capital creation by public authorities. .In view of the 
need for new schools, and the public works which will be required for the new 
housing estates, I think that a total estimate of ~ 1 , 0 0 0 - ~ 1 , 2 5 0  Mn. for the period 
is modest. 

I t  is equally difficult to estimate the total requirements for new capital con- 
struction by industry, including nationalised industries. All one can say is that'the 
White Paper puts non-personal private Saving at E210 Mn. in 1945 and explains 
that this consists of the undistributed net profits of companies. If this figure 
continues to rise slowly during the coming years, it would be conservative to esti- 
mate a total of E2,200 Mn. for the period. If we further assume that on balance 
indu'stry makes no demands on outside money, but restricts its capital expenditure 
to its own savings, we can put its creation of new capital down at the same figure. 

Compensation ,for war Damage 

We thus get a figure of LZ,SOO-E3,000 Mn. for the total cost of 

The  treatment of the wartime depreciation of personally owned goods and a 

There remains a small group of other capital requirements by the Government. 
\ire may be obliged to export some capital on balance. In the last five years of the 
period capital repayments o n  the United States and Canadian loans will require 
nearly E20 Mn. a year, we are to begin paying E5 Mn. a year off the Argentine 
debt immediately, and capital repayments on our other sterling debts must sooner 
or later begin at a fairly substantial rate. We have already found it impossible to 
conduct our international trade without granting some foreign credits, largely on 
Government account. All in all, the net export of capital, before taking into account 
the U.S. and Canadian loans, may be anything from zero to E500 Mn. In  addi- 
tion, there may be fairly substantial sums for compensation for war damage in 
Malaya, Burma, Malta and other parts of the Empire. The  estimate here ranges 
from E50 Mn. to E200 Mn. Finally, there is the cost of deficits on the ordinary 
budget for the period: I t  would almost certainly be to err on the side of optimism 
td put this fifteen months' deficit at E450 Mn., and perhaps equally .optimistic 
to assume that the ordinary budget s i l l  be balanced in 1947-48 and subsequent 
years. This gives a minimum capital require- 
ment and a '' likely '' requirement of Ell.000 Mn. and E14.000 Mn. in round 

We have excluded the proceeds of 
sales of surplus war stores from the budget, so we must allow for them here. Le t  
us put thedotal to be sold or released for peace-time purposes atL350-LS00 Mn.in 
all. Next we hare El,lOO Mn. for the U.S. loan and credit and L300 Mn. for the 

E800 Mn. would be more likely. 

figures. 
There are certain resources available. 
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Canadian credit. Thus we have in all some E1,750,11,900 Mn. of real resources 
to put against our gross capital requirements. 

Of the balance we can probably rely on a part to be saved by public authorities 
other than the Central Government. There may he a substantial surplus on the 
working of these extra-budgetary funds, and especially on the un'cmployment . 
insurance fund. It would probably be optimistic to put these savings at E1,200 
Mn. for the ten years ; a "likely" figure would be E400 Mn. A further E2,200 Mn. 
we have already estimated as the savings through additions to cbmpany reserveS. 

The  balance still outstanding is anything from E5,750 Mn. to E9,670 Mn. If 
national income is maintained at the 1945 level of &3,500 Mn., the proportion of ,  
net personal saving required to national income is a t  least 68 per cent. and perhaps 
l l a  per cent. In 1938 out of a national income of E4,600 Mn., the White Paper 
puts personal net savings at just over 3 per cent. When we bear in mind the 
desire to make u p  for deferred consumption, this low percentage may perhaps be 
taken as normal for the'post-war years. As compared with this norm, saving must 
certainly be doubled, ayd probably quadrupled. 

Most changes since before the war are calculated to reduce the rate of voluntary 
saving. He would be an optimist who would expect to do more than maintain 
voluntary personal saving at the pre-war proportions, giving a post-war rateof about 
E260 Mn. a year. There thus remains a gap to be filled of L315-E707 Mn. a 
year. 

T H E  FINANCE OF RECONSTRUCTION-1946/55 

I/: Mn.) 
Estimated Aggregate Position 

._ 
Requirements for Capital 

Minimum Likely 
Restorations sf 

War Damage 
On land .. . _  1,150 1,150 

Shipping ._  .. . 300 300 
D+/erred Maintenance 

and Replacement. 
Public Authorities (non- 

industrial) . . , , 100 120 
Business . . . . 2,500 3,000 

H 0 "Si " 8 . . 3,300 4,500 
Other P u b k  Au- 

. Neov Copital. 

thorities (non-indus- 
trial) . . . . . . 1,000 1,250 
Business . . . . 2,200 2,200 

Overreor. 
Colonial Ware Dam- 
age . . .. .. 50 200 
Exports and Repay- 
ments of Capital .. 0 500 

Budget Deficit . . _ .  450 800 

Total . . 11,050 14,020 
- -  

Sources of Capitol 
i\ilaximum Likelv 

Public Authod ier .  
Surplus War Stocks 500 350 
U S .  L6an and Credit 1.100 1.100 
Canadran Credn . '300 '300 

Exrro-Budgetary Funds 1,200 400 
Burinerr Savings. 

"Normal" Perromd Snu- 
Undisrributed Profits 2,200 2,200 

bias (3  per cent.) . . 2.600 2.600 

Cntra savings needed . . 3,150 7,070 
as a likely min. 

1 

TOTAL 11,050 14,020 

So long as its cheap money policy obliges the Government to suppurt the long- 
tenii cap/tnl market, the fact that snme of the money received has heen invested In 
long-dated securities does not absolve the Government from the obligation of 
finding the means of taking these securities up when their owners wish to sell them 

\ 



4 ECONOMXC DIGEST 

in order to finance capital re-creation. This also holds true of the unspent depre- 
ciation and reserve funds, if it wishes to prevent the rate of interest from rising. 
Thus, the cheap-money policy throws the whole responsibility of finding the 
necessary resources upon the Government. 

Of the,ways in which the gap between the country’s requirements of capital 
for reconstruction and its probable level of voluntary saving can be closed, a possible. 
way would be for the Government to cease to give support to the long-term capital 
market, and for.the supply of and demand for long-term capital to be equated 
through a rise in interest rates. I t  is extremely unlikely that the Government 
would adopt this method. To do so would not only substitute priorities fixed 
by the wishes of individuals for those considered desirable by the Government, 
but would greatly raise the cost of servicing the National Debt and complicate the 
budgetary problem. But it is important that the Government should not be itself 
deceived by the artificially low rate of interest which it has created. Real capital is 
so scarce that it is doubtful if a long-term interest rate.of, say, G per cent. would he 
high enough to equate the scarcity of money capital with that of real capital. The  
Government should embark immediately only upon those schemes which it would 

Higher Executives Wasted 
It seems from this .criterion that the housing programme is over-ambitious. 

The  country needs, perhaps, a million houses very urgently ; thereafter many of 
the new houses would merely replace older houses, less convenient, but still usable. 

A second course of action is to enforce additional saving by means of the 
direct control of consumption, and investment priorities by the physical control of 
the creation an; purchase of productive assets. How far, in the absence of any 
direct control on wage rates or the distribution of labqur, and wi the  very partial 
control on the creation and distribution of producers’ goods, it  will be possible to 
continue this policy indefinitely.is a matter of opinion. But there can be little 
doubt that its.continuation will involve a waste of man-power, both in Government 
service, and still more in the service of the concerns which have to comply with 
Government instructions. The  waste is especially serious in the case of higher 
executives. 

There is, I believe, a third way which would permit.the removal of the controls 
within a measur,able time without a very great rise in interest rates. The  country 
is faced with the problem of having to save some E300-E700 Mn. a year more than 
it wants to. The  simplest and most straightforward way is by means of an excess 

6 of budget income over budget expenditure. The  surplus would in the main be 
used to finance the capital requirements’of the Government and local authorities ; 
but some part of it might have to be employed in buying up or redeeming securities 
sold by the business sector to finance its share of rcconstruction. This would 
enable the supply and demand for long-term securities to he equated without a 
further increase. in the quantity of money. If the programme of capital creation 
were. pruned of non-essentials, and especially if the housing programme were 
reduced to, say, two million houses over ten years, the budget surplus would not 
need to be enormous ; E300 Mn. a year might well be sufficient. 

Even this would raise problems of the maintenance of incentive to work, but 
it may be doubted if the disincentive of high taxation, especially if much of it is 
indirect, is as serious as that of continued strict rationing ; while the release of 
manpower by the lightening of controls mould reinforce the labour supply available 
for production. 

0 

j 

{ 

still embark upon with a 6 per cent., or higher, rate of interest. \ 
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Expansionist Theory Criticised 
From An Addreaa To The Joinf Council of dlonsfan~ bnd Emwmic Reararch, Londcn 

C.II., F.R.A. .  Fx&denl of fhe Xoypl Economic Socidi 

A N  expansionist policy is directed to the end that economic activity shall never 
In  the 19th century money was closely tied to a metallic 

basis. and tho whole system of the supply of money was based on that limitation. 
When overlending occurred, the supply of money came near its limit. That was the 

Since 1920 the use of go!d coin circulation has completely faded away and 
papcr money has become the universal medium. I t  frees the hanks from their 
former limitations. The  crisis of 1931 arose at a time when that limitation had 
been reintroduced by a re-affirmation that the Bank of England should hold metallic 
reserves, so that a shortage of metallic reserves produced the same sort.nf reaction 
as under the .gold currencies of the 19th century. 

For a variety of reasons the process of reversing the excess borrowing in the 
1930's was. more violent. France and other countries had resorted to the device 
of holding foreign reserves.instead of gold. When France proceeded to convert 
.E80 millions of foreign exchange into gold, there resulted a general shortage of 
metallic reserves. The  central banks started restricting credit. But they had lost 
the 19th century tradition ; they kept the brake on long,after it should have been 
taken off; There was a more violent contraction of credit, a dearth of money more 
severe than had ever been experienced before, and therefore more severe unem- . 
ployment-14 million unemployed in the United States, 6 million in Germany, 
and 3 million in this country, all due to the stinting of money. 

Excessive Flow of Money 

R. G.  HAWTREY 

be stintcd of money. 

motive for putting on the brake. . .  

, 

I n  the 19th centuiy, the stinting of money took visible form in a falling of 
prices and a discouragement of enterprise. The  price level would fall perhaps 
20 per cent. in two or three years. In  the 1930's the fall was far more severe. The  
price level in terms of gold fell by more than 50 per cent. I t  was those conditions 
which had produced the general advocacy of an expansionist policy. On the face 
of it, it.was quite all right. 

I now come to the Eriticism of an expaniionist policy as understood at the 
present time. What was advocated was that, if the symptoms of depression should 
appear, the State should intervene and create money through borrowing. When 
banks created money by taking the initiative into their hands, and bought securities 
in the market, it was objected that the money might fail to move. The  intervention 
of the State \vas invoked to set the.idle.money in motion. But when that remedy 
had been app l idand  had started an expanding process, what happened ? Activity 
generated income, and income was spent. When sales and output increased, 
traders needed additional plant and would have recourse to hank advances for the 
means of procuring them. There was an increase in the demand for commodities 
in terms of money. I t  
meant constantly increasing orders,from traders. There was a vicious circB. The  
danger was that, as the depletion of stocks went on, there resulted an ever greater 
accumulation of orders to producers. The producers quoted higher prices. and 
when prices went up, wages went up, and expenditure went up. Higher prices 
were quoted to protect stocks, and there wasjan excessive flow of money. T h e  
outlay of expanding inkomes drew upon the stocks of goods at  a time when the 
stocks themselves were not sufficient in proportion to the sales. 

In  the 19th century it was met by restricting credit. 

, 

That meant greater activity on the part of the producers. 

That is a serious danger. 

5 '  



6 EXPANSIONIST THEORY CRITICISED 

There was a time when the B,ank of England would absolutely refuse to lend or 
would arbitrarily cut down their lending. But solvent traders who found themselves 
cut off from the possibility of getting money that they needed went bankrupt and 
a disastrous crisis would result. In  the course of. the 19th century the, Bank, 
instead of refusing to lend, evolved the practice of lending at higher charges. I t  
could raise its charge for short-term lending to any level necessary to discourage 
borrowers, even to IO per cent. Traders learnt to take the high bank rate as a 
signal, and it was possible to lower it again as soon as it had taken effect, 
' ' In  the inter-war period, the Bank of England had forgotten its previous 
wisdom, and kept its rates too high for too long. I n  1920, after the first world 
war, there was a certain fear (such as was to be heard in America last year) that 
demobilisation would cause mass unemployment. In 1919 there was no unem- 
ployment worth mentioning. Prices rose, and in 1920 people were faced with the 
fact that the price level was more than three times what it had been in the previous 
peace. In  
America, the proportion was not quite so disastrous. The  Bank of ,England 
proceeded to put the brake on in the old style, and raised the bank rate to 7 per 
cent. Both the American and the English central banks kept on the 7 per cent. 
bank rate for twelve months, an entirely unpreceaented proceeding, and the, 
result was to produce a fall of prices of over 40 per cent. The  wealth value of the 
money unit rose 75 per'cent. There resulted the heaviest dose of unemployment 
that we had ever had, but that did not deter us from going hack to the gold standard. 

Vicious Circle of Depression 
In  1930, the same mistakes were made ; dear money was kept on long after it 

had produced its effect, and the result was that the vicious circle of depression got 
hold of the country. What was wanted was to avoid reversing the expansion ; 
trouble came from trying to go back to lower price levels. ' rhe expansionist 
policy of the present time did not propose that ; .it proposed to induce ,a monetary . 
expansion every time business showed the effects of a scarcity of money, hut there 
was never to be a reversal or check. 

Is there any alternative ? There is ; the essential condition of avoiding having 
to put the brake on hard is that you must avoid excessive expansion. As soon is 
full employment is reached, then,a gentle touch of the brake in the old way is 
needed. I t  is not enough simply to drop inflationary measures ; positive measures 
were needed to prevent the vicious circle of inflation from getting hold. Expansion 
at starting might be 'confined to Government expenditure, but.when it is under 
way, traders would be borrowing in order to replenish their stocks. Thereby 
money.was created, an endless process. 

The  way to keep expansion under control is to put up the charges for borrow- 
ing. At a time when you have succeeded in checking expansion, the traders' 
stocks will still be helow what they w.ould have held under cheap borrowipg. and 
there would be arrears of orders for goods to be worked through. Therefore, if 
you acted promptly at a time of expansion, you did not get a severe depression a t  
all. A,severe depression came from acting too late, so that expansion had to be not 
merely stopped, but reversed. 

The  old 19th century system worked better because it was blind. T h e  
signal for putting the brake on was the shortage of metallic reserves. The signal 
was given later than would have been desirable, hut when it was given, the brake 
was put on automatically, and did not produce the catastrophic conditions of the 
30's. 
but the brake. What is dangerous at the present time is that the public are against 
using the brake at all. 

. 
,I 

. 

The  value of money had fallen to one-third or less of what it had been. 

I t  was like a vehicle without a brake. 

. .  ! 

i 
- 

' T h e  essential part of the credit machine is not only the expansive process,, 
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The Gold Flake Standard 

&JR. Belldnger, the Secretary of State for’War, referred in the House of Commons 
(February 27, 1947) to the speculations of the British soldier in Europe and 

estimated the total ‘loss to the Exchequer by this for 1946-7 as E58 million. Of 
this E41 million was lost in -German currency and the remainder in Dutch and 
Austrian. The  specu!ation occurred from troops exchanging Marks looted from 
banks, pay offices and dead Germans into sterling, through canteens, and was only 
stopped by the unprecedented step of not paying the troops in the Isgal tender of 
the country. e 

The  News Chronicle, however, estimated that the figure of E58 million repre- 
sented only the direct calculable cost, and that actual losses included millions of 
additional pounds. 

I 1. The  looting of German Marks considered locally as rubbish, and their 
’ conversion into English postal or money orders, or to goods in NAAFI Canteens. 
- 2.. The sale of allied cigarettes to Germans at 200RM (LS) per packet of 20; 

the money being sent home in postal or money orders. The  Treasury thus lost 
ES per packet in addition to the loss in excise from the cigarettes being originally 
duty-free. 

3. The enormous numbers of allied Marks printed by the Russians, partly 
for the settlement of arrears of pay, which caused a grossly inflated traffic in luxury 
goods (5,000 RM for cheap watches) between Russian and British troops-a traffic 
subsidised by the Treasury, since the Marks were redeemable at service installa- 
tions. 

When Marks were no longer fully convertible, they were used to buy 
valuables, which were smuggled home and sold. 

Considerable purchases in local property were made by allied troops with 
fortunes built up in the black market. The  tax normally due from such fortunes 
was, of course, lost to the Exchequer. 

6. Food purchased in Belgium and Denmark was run into Germany and 
sold at black market prices (500RM for llb. of coffee). 

7. The  high price fetched by dollar or sterling currency among Germansand 
‘D.P.s. Pound notes fetched 1,00ORM, and troops could make a profit of 2,500 
per cent. on such deals. 

It quoted seven main money-making rackets : 

4. 

5. 

American Losses Bigger 
The  Nqr Chronicle considers that all blame should not be put on the British 

private soldier, and that officers of all services had more opEortunities of converting 
Marks into sterling. I t  estimates the corresponding American loss at  L250 million. 

The American Magazine, Time, does not mention this figure, but describes 
cigarettes as the new currency. In  France a Spaniard selling American cigarettes 
in the .!‘Metro” grossed 50,000 francs a week, while in Austria comfordble Vienna 
apartments had been rented for tivo packets a month. In Germany the cigarette 
opened new vistas of financiering for both victors and vanquished. Americans 
bought expensive furniture, furs and camera for a few cartons, while Germans 
preferred their daily pay in cigarettes, valued at $140 a carton (ind therefore not 
to be smoked). 

7 



What Do We Mean bv State Control ? 
e . ,  

Condensed from an Address given in Londoik 

G .  L. SCHWARTZ 
W H A T  is meant by State intervention or State interference ? What is meant by 

State control? What is meant by State regulation?Do any of thementail State 
operation ? Are they synonymous with it ? What did politicians of the Right and 
Left and also i,ndustridists mean when they talked of and subscribed TO the doctrine 
that the State should be a partner in industry ? What did Mr. Morrison mean tvhen 
he scornfully repudiated the notion that the State should be a fifth wheel on the 
coach ? What does he want it to be-a fourth wheel, the two front whiels or the 
two back wheels ? 

What do we mean by free enterprise ? 
I am going to  proceed by analogy. What does freedom of debate mean in the 

Houses of Parliament ? Is there freedom of debate ? Most people would proudly 
and loftily clnim yes. But what are all these standing orders and elaborate rules 
which compelled even Mr. Churchill at the height of his power to pocket an unde- 
livered speech at the command of the Speaker ? What ahou; the rigid time-table, 
the guillotine and all the devices for limiting the scope and the time for discussion ? 
Do you call that freedom of debate ? Isnk the whole thing rigged and planned from 
the start and throughout ? The answer is simple. There is unrestricted freedom 
of speech inside the framework of the rules. Those rules have been designed 
precikly to ensure that freedom. Hyde Park is’an example of what happens to 
debate without rules. 

There are thus two features of the situation-the circumscribing framework of 
rules and the freedom inside that circumference. 

I 

I should call that anarchy. 

The Limit of Authosity 
What is the equivalent 

of laissez faire in cricket ? What is free enterprise in cricket ? What would be the 
equivalent of State control of cricket ? 

Has anyone ever heard of a nineteenth-century laissea/aire outright believer in 
competitive free enterprise who challenged the necessity for the existence of such 
a code of,tules in.cricket ? But what happens on the field of play ? The  teams have 
absolute freedom and discretion inside the framework of the tules. Ths cricket 
analogy does indeed give us a visual picture of the issue. There is the ring at  
Lords : it represents the framework of tules. There is the field itself on which 
the players freely act inside the circumference of rules. No member of the M.C.C. 
Committee comes on the field to tell the .bowler when to put down a fast one, a 
slow leg-break and so on. 

Now consider the following comment : “The recent decision of the M.C.C. to 
introduce the 8 ball over represents a triumph of planning and a defeat for the old 
reac6onary laissez faire free enterprise schbol. The  era of blind cut-throat corn- 
petition gives way to the age of planning and socialism. The’next revolutionary 
step is to change the 1.b.w. rule.” What nonsense this all sounds, but it is just like 
the nonsense talked in connection with free enterprise. I would add that the-old 
gentlemen who growl Bolshevism whenever a change in the rules is advocated 
are talking similar nonsense. 

Note the function of the M.C.C. I t  is not to do nothing. I t  is not to come 
on the field ad in te rvene  in the play. I t  is to frame tules in the general interest of 

Let us turn to another example-the game of cricket. 

good cricket. .. 
8 



WHAT DO’WEJIEAN .BY STATE CONTRQL? _ .  . .  . , ,  

\Vi& these illustrations in mind we can resolve some of the current confusion 
i n  the field of economic and social affairs. Was the social and economic order of 
the nineteenth century a system of unregulated private enterprise ? I hare seen 
actually in print a depreciatory reference to the old-fashioned Iaissez fn ire  gold 
standard. \\’hat on earth does that mean ? That the gold standard was set up by a 
lot of irresponsihlc private business men who ran it in their own selfish interests ? 
\Vhat are the facts ? I t  vas  a blatant piece of State intervention ! The  measure was 
embodied .in an Act of Parliament, the Bank Act of 1844 which prescribed rigid 
control over the issuc of currency and. deprived private institutions of the right 
of issuing notes. Is that an example of laissex faire ? I would say so, hut the present. 
day denunciators of laisscz fuirc llave absolutely disqualified themselves.from saying 
so. I can say so because my laissex faire does not relate to the rules, hut to the 
freedom of operation within them. 

Freedom of Operation , 

Thus, because I subscribe to the principle of a framework of rules and laws, 
that does not mean that I concede the whole case for .modern so-called planning 
and socialism. If I s e tupas  a champion of free enterprise that does not mean that 
I believe in letting any fool tear up the Strand when he pleases. If I concede the 
case for traffic lights or for the statutory prescription of a damp-course in every 
building, that does not entitle my opponent on the Left to claim that I have con- 
ceded the case for planning and Socialism and that the logical end of my doctrine is 
Communism. Because I argue for free enterprise that does not mean that I am 
indifferent to the purity of milk, callous about jerry-building and the layout pf our 
towns. 

I just do not under- 
stand what Conservatives or Labour people mean when they talk about the State 
being a partner in industry. My State is,the M.C.C., the’ Portland Club, the 
Jockey Club. I t  conceives and imposes niles in the genera1,interest-a nebulous 
concept I admit, hut one that does not necessarily involve the State in active 
participation in the conduct of. economic affairs. And I would be much more 
rigid than these people who want the State to make bargains .with sectional interests. 
According to them.the State has to approach, an industry and say : “If we give 
you special concessions, perhaps even a monopoly, .will you engage to provide pure 
milk, solid housing, safety precautions, etc; My attitude would he Milk has.got 
to .he pure, housjng .has got ;o be sound, transport has to comply with minimum 
safety regulations-anyone’is.free ,.to ,supply those. goods and services, hut those 
are the conditions.” ,. 

On the contiary, I am clear about the role of the State. 

,. . 

FACTS .ABOUT TOBACCO . .. 
(British Imports in 1946) . .  .. 

Total imports 

U.S.A. 
S. Rhodesia 
British India 
Nyasnland 
Canada, 
Turkey, Greece 

Of wtiich from : 
.. . .  . .  .. 
. . . . .  . .  . . .  

. .  .. .. . .  .. . .  
.. 
. .  
. .  .. . .  . .  .. . . . . .  .. 

1;65,622,000 . .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
. . .  

.. . .  
. .  

-NewiChronicle. 

. .  . . . . .  455,168,000 . . . . . .  1;4,300,000 

. . . . . .  . . L2,03l,OOO 

. .  .. . . . . . . .  4l,lSS,OOO 
, . 1;1.167,000 

’ . .  E1,011,000 

.. 

.. . .  

. .  . .  



Coal-Imports , or Exports ? 
Condensed jrdm The FINAA'CIAL TIMES and LLOYDS BANK RBVlElV 

T H E  Prime Minister said that if we could get coal from abroad we would do so. 
We could not, he said, 

disregard the claims of the other constituent members of the European Coal. 
Organisation. Surely none can doubt 
our need. He described the physical difficulties in connection with the importation 
of coal from America. There are, he said, few ports in this country which can 
discharge vessels of the size that would bring the coal over here. There is neither 
the equipment nor the facilities. 

During the General Strike of 
1926 we imported in six months some 20 million tons of coal, of which more than 
9 million tons came from the U.S. Somehow or another that coal was unloaded. 

One of the most striking things about American coal production is the apparent 
ease yi th  which output can be increased in a very short time. During the last 
ten,years the annual output of coal in America has varied between one year and 
another by as much as 60 to 70'million tons. I t  is clear, therefore, that if there 
were need America could easily raise her production sufficiently to meet our 

MAJOR THE RT. HON. GWLYM LLOYD GEORcE.-Financial Times 

But the Minister of Fuel stressed the difficulties. 

I agree, but neither can they ignore ours. 

I 

The  answer is that we have done it before. 

requirements. 5 '  

' 

, 

The  European Coal.Organisation is an independent organisation of a voluntary 
character, paid for entirely by annual contributions from the member countries. 
About 40 million tons of coal are allocated through the organisation in the course of 
a year. The main suppliers of coal to Europe (excluding U.S.S.R.) through the 
ECO are U.S.A., Western Germany and Poland. Their contributions during 
January 1947 were :- 

U.S.A. .. .. . .  . . 1,491,000 tons 
Western Germany . . . . . . .  558,000 tons 
Poland .. .. .. . . 365,000 tons 

Great Britain during the same period sent 36,000 tons to the European mainland. 

The  following table shows the quantity of coal imports received during 
January, 1947. I n  most cases the amount is well below 50% of average pre-war 
monthly imports. 

-_ 

Total Imports 
Importing January 1947 
Country Tons 
France .. .. .. .. .. . .  .. .. ._  , 725,000 
Italy . . . .  .. . . . .  . .  .. .. .. .. 350,000 
Netherlands . . . .  . .  . . . .  .. . .  .. .. 281,000 
Sweden .. .. . . . . . .  . .  .. . .  . _  261,000 
Belgium . . .. .. .. . .  .. .. .. . . 246,000 
Denmark . _  .._' . . . .  .. .. .. . . . . . .  263,000 
Switzerland .. .. . . . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  170,000 
Nonvny .. .. . . . . . .  . .  .. .. .. 135,000 
Luxembourg .. .. . . . .  . .  .. . .  .. 155,000 

-Financial Times. 

IO 
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COAGIMPORTS OR EXPORTS ? 11 

No. of Person 

Books (i) 
Year . I on Colliery Output (ii) 

Mill. tons 
287 
230 
258 
227 
231 

. 183 
, 185 

Exports (iii) 

R l i l l .  tons 
94 
47 
77 
46 
47 

8 
9 

Stocks (iv) 

Rlill. tons 
- 
- - 
- 
19.7 
15.4 
11.0 

(i) 

(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) Annual avenge, based on first nine months. - 

From 1922 the numbers employed and the output of coal in Irelnnd are no 
longer included ; and clerks and salaried persons are excluded. 
Includes open-cast production from 1942. 
From 1st April, 1923, coal sent to Eire is included as an export. 
Figures not available before 1939. 

From Lloyds Bonk Revia,  



The Cost of Living Index 
Co?idensed from Vnrious Sources 

T H E  new proposals for changing the cost of living index seem sensible enough. 
No Government seriously concerned wlth raising the standard of living of the 

people can be content with statistical tools based on the outmoded idea of an 
unchanged “minimum” needed to maintain “living”. The  new index, according 
to the proposals of the Advisory Committee, should have a flexible basis to be 
established through periodic enquiries into the changing habits of actual working- 
class expenditure.-Tribune. , 

If th‘e Government made one thing plain in the course of discussion ontthe 
last two \Vhite Papers, it was that, in its view, actual wages should, in future, be 
associated with output. There can be no doubt that wages should be tied to 
output and divorced from the cost.of living index, which is completely out of 
touch with,either what the weekly wage earner does buy, or what he would buy if 
it  were available.-Time and Tide. 

As the cost of living now includes a substantial amount of taxation which 
affects the index, the’adjustment of,wages’to allow for changes in the index would 
imply that, in periods of increases in indirect taxation, work-people would, in 
effect, receive wage ‘increases to cover the tax increases. .They would, therefore, 
escape taxation which they were intended to pay. . . . T h e  revised indek will 
give much greater weight than hitherto to taxed commodities. It seems essential, 
therefore, that allowance should be made when regulating wages ‘for the part 
played by indirect taxation in the cost of living.-i-PRomssoR J. H. RICHARDSON jn 
a letter to The Times. 

, 
The  technical Committee has a good deal of work ahead of it, if the scheme:is 

to be reaay by August. Consideration will have to be given, for example, to the 
selection of items for which prices are to be regularly collected in future, to the most 
suitable machinery for obtaining reliable information as ‘to the .prices actually 
being paid, and to the localities from which price quotations should be obtained. 

The  Committee says nothing of thk relation between the’new index and the 
subsidy system and of the possible effects of wage agreements based on the old 
index. It would certainly be a misfortune if the adoption of a new index were to 
upset the country’s wage fixing machinery and produce a rise in wage rates quite 
unrelated to increaies of ‘production.-Manchester Guardian. 

i 

1 .  ’ 
That  the cffect of the modernisatjon of the index will probably be slight is not 

a reason for neglecting it, but rather it shows that the jolt at revision is not likely 
to be important. 

It.may be noticed that if tobacco and alcohol were brought into the index it 
would be possible to reduce the duties on these, at the same time as the subsidies 
were removed, and leave national expenditure and the cost-of-living index un- 
changed.-Manchester Guardian (A. L. BOWLEY). ’ 
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. THE COST OF LIVING INDEX 13 ’ 
. *  _ I  . .  ~. . . .  

The  new’index \vi11 take into account a wider range of priceythan the old. 
Many more articles will be included. Considerably less prominence will be given 
in the new index to food items, because a considerably smaller proportion of the 
average working-class income was spent on food in 1938, than in 1904. In  1938 
40 per cent: of the income was spent on food, as against 60 per cent. in 1904. It 
follows that a given change in food prices, either up or down, will have a good deal 
less effect on the new index than it had on the old. 

The  new index will be much less subject to the present controls and they will 
have to be revised. This means that a policy will have to be devised which will no 
longer aim at absolute stability and will, I hope, cost the taxpayer less money, but 
will continue to exercise a stabilising influence. * 

But I make no commitment on the matter and in particular I think there is 
much to be said in carrying further the concentration of food subsidies. Instead of 
concentrating them over a wide range of articles in a household budget, to concen- 
trate them on a smaller number of commodities.which will be of greater use.to the 
home. 

It is my purpose io keep this old index steady and stable; as we have until now, 
until i: passes out of use in a few months time. Thereafter we shall continue to 
exercise the stabilising influence upon the new index. There will be a suitable 
occasion to discuss this a little later on when we,are near the point of change over. 
. . . I shall hope to keep the cost to the taxpayer within the estimates based on the 
&sumption I have indicated. 

That would suit us best, but ,paradise is not easily attained in this post-war 
korld.. What. I have been waiting for and hoping for for years would be that 
prices, especially of imported foods, would now begin to fall. In  that event the 
cost-of-living index could be kept stable in a period of gradually ‘diminishing 
prices at a decreased cost to the taxpayer. I t  does not look as if we can confidently 
count on that:-CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER (Budget.Speech, April 1947). 

. SOCIALIST ECONOMIC PLANNING 

MORRISON, M.P. 
By C. P. MAYHEW, M.P., with an introduction by the RT. HON: HERBERT 

’ . (Discussion Series No. 1 Fabian Publications Ltd.) 
This pamphlet is frankly political and because part of the political art consists 

of transposing the Biblical beams and motes the pamphlet needs to be read critic?lly. 
It deals separately with three objectives_Full Employment, Maximum Output and 
Fair Rewards. Written before October 1946, when the author became Under 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, the pamphlet lays more stress on spending to 
avoid slumps than on saving to control inflation, but it.brings out the need for what 
might be, called a general manager in the Goveinment machine, strong super- 
departmental planning to make departmental plans fit together. In  facing a possible 
Americanslump, one difficulty not mentioned is how we manage without imports 
from America. The  section on Maximum Output places due ,stress on more 
P.M.H., and says plainly that the issue of a wages policy will have to be faced. If 
we may not compel people to.do what is wanted, we must induce them to do it. 
“This is perhaps the chief unsolved problem of Democratic Socialism.” 

The  Section on Fair Rewards quotes some interesting figures (which would 
have been improved by adding percentages) showing the present distribution of tlie 
national income and suggests that a “Fair Rewards” plan should be formulated to 
gice adequate incentives to all classes of workers.-Rmiez by M .  A. Cameron. 

, 
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A National Wages Policy 
Condensed from Varwus Sources 

ONE,  of the oddest paraddxes of the day has arisen from the controversy on a 
nakonally co-ordinated wages policy. The Labbur and Trade Union movement 

presumably favours the new economy of Socialism, with its basic ideas of planning 
and co-ordination ; while the proponents of Capitalism are generally believed to 
prefer private enterprise and the haggling of the market. But on the application of 
their ideas to labour both sides have performed a complete oolie face. One finds 
Trade Union leaders declaiming the merits of that aspect of market haggling known 
as “Collective Bargaining”, with the Minister of Labour accommodatingly extolling 

this well tried system” ; while the Employers .and Conservatives, abhorring 
Socialism, want it applied to industrial relations rather than their usual panaceas 
of decontrol and private enterprise. . . . 

I t  is regrettable that some of the Trade Union leaders should have given the 
appearance of opposing the supersession of Collective Bargaining because it might 
reduce the functions of the Unions, and hence the loyalty and size of their member- 
ship. . . . 

The  Government, in endeavouring to attract labour into those industries which 
are of the highest priority, has urged certain wage increases and improvements in 
working conditions in the selected industries, e.g., docks, mines, building, cotton. 
The  immediate response has been a whole gamut of wage applications in other 
industries. . . . Either the Government must push up its cates further still or see 
its priority nullified, . . . 

The  way is open for the Government, Trade Unions and Employers to agree 
on a short list of priority industries and trades, and to apply a priority rating factor 
to serve as a yardstick by which to determine relative wage rates, recruiting urgency, 
production facilities and iricentives. Thus for a limited period general wages 
should be firmly stabilised, any general improvements in the economic situation 
being greeted by price and income tax reductions. The priority industries should 
be given fairly considerable wage enhancements, up to say 25 per cent. Part of 
such increases is requircd to cover the relative disadvantage of those present-day 
priority industries which were “non-essential” during the War, and which were 
therefore left behind in the wage increases of that period. . . . 

“ 

’ 

. .  
Assisted Family Holidays 

The  Government might discover such a popular appeal for priority dockets and 
rations for the priority workers (theirs are mostly arduous and unpleasant trades) 
that they might be willing to have second thoughts and to think up such imaginative 
alternatives as assisted family holidays, harvesting as a summer recess from mining, 
or metal fabrication as a winter recess from building. 

One realises the immense pride which every Trade Union official takes in the 
highly intricate and imposing structure of “Collective Bargaining” which his 
Movement has built up over the last century. Such an achievement cannot and 
should not be lightly brushed aside. But it must inevitably develop with the 
times. The  transition to socialism is fundamentil to the nature of our economy.- 
Indusirial Economisi in the Fabian Quarierly. 
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A NATIONAL WAGES POLICY 15 

:>lie+* bargaining over wages, hours and working conditions is no longer 
sufficient, if indeed it ever was suffjcient, for the solution of our economic problems, 
and specifically for the solution of the so-called labour problem. Social justice 

1 
J 

demands that organised labour and organised management come together in an 
occupational Group System. . . . In each industry the occupational group should 
include all interested parties. These groups would “bind men together not accord- 
ing to the position which they occupy in the labour market, but according to the 
diverse functions which they exercise in Society”.-American Affairs. 

- Benefits of Expanding Business 
. . . Under normal conditions it has been the policy of organised labour to 

oppose the principle of gearing wages to the cost of living. Unions have felt that 
such a policy would freeze the level of real wages and preve‘nt employees from 
participating in the benefits of expanding business and increased Jabour produc- 
tivity, and from obtaining a larger share of the national income ; also that it.would 
lead to lower wages shpuld prices drop. Therefore they regard increases in the 
cost of living as only one of the elements, but not the sole or even the major factor, 
which justify higher wages.-Monfhly Labour Review. 

.’. . The  direction of attack upon the problem should be the formulation of a 
consistent wages policy, related not only to the level of wages, but also to the method 
of paying them. It is a matter of record that the institution of guaranteed weeks . 
and minimum wages or reductions in working hours usually (though there are 
exceptions) results in lower production. and that systems of payment by results 
lead to higher output. . . . A Government that was really in earnest . . . would 
use all its influence to promote payment by results.-Economist. 

C. HEMIC0 
. The name which for three quarters of a century has 

personified the highesi standard of 
quality in a wide range of specialised products. 

HYGIENIC CHEMICO HOUSEHOLD CLEANSER 
METAL POLISH . WAX POLISH 

THE COUNTY CHEMICAL CO. LTD. . SHIRLEY WARWICKSHIRE 



' 'Real Wages Lagging 

I 

REAL,wages-based on total purchasing power rather than the amount of cash 
received-have dropped below the average for the depression year 1937 in 

several countries. This is true in France, Ireland, Czechoslovakia and Japan 
according to figures. published in the January-February issue of the International 
Labour Review; monthly publication of the ILO. 

In Czechoslovakia, workers' hourly, money wages through September, 1946, 
increased to three times more than in 1939, while real wagb dropped one per cent. 

Japan's contrast is sharp, with daily money wages of men in industry in June, 
1946, increasing to nine times those of 1937, while real wages decreased to 25 per 
cent. of the same, base year. 

Weekly money wages in French industry in March. 1946, were five and a half 
times moie than'in 1937, while real purchasing power was only 84 per cent. of that 
year's average. 

In Ireland; weekly wages in industry in September, 1946, were'43 per cent. 
higher than in September, 1939, while real earnings dropped to 86 per cent. of the 
same base month. 

In  the United.States, by December, 1946, real wages had increased somewhat,. 
but lagged far behind the sharp rise shown in cash wages since 1937. Weekly 
money earnings had increased 95 per cent., while real wages had risen only 30 
per cent. Real wages actually declined in the United States after the increase in 
retail prices in the fall of 1946. 
' 

A similar lag exists in Denmark, Australia, Canada, Chile, Palestine, Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland. 

Daily money wages for industrial workers' in 'Chile in, September, 1946, 
jumped five times over 1937, while a ,62 per cent. increase was registered in real 
wages over. the corresponding period. 

Weekly money wages for Canadian men and women in eight leading industries 
in September, 1946, were 27 per cent. above 1941, with a 10 per cent. increase in 
real wages. 

below the same base year. . . . .  

Palestine Wages Up 61 per cent. 

Industrial workers in Palestine'had their daily earnings increased four times 
as of March, 1946, over 1938. Real wages went up 61 per cent. during the same 
period. 

Australian workers' hourly money wages in March, 1946, were 39 per cent. 
over.1937, wkiil: a seven per cent. increase was registered in real wages. 

In  Denmark, a 75'per cent..increase in hourly money wages tookplace from 
1937 through March, 1946, but this rise did not match the rise in living costs, and 
real wages in: consequence increased only 11 per cent.. 

Ireland increased 89 per cent. between October, 1938, and September, 1946, 
whereas real ivages'increased only 44 per cent. during the same period. 

, 

The  statistics, reveal that weekly earnings in Great. Britain and Xorthern' 

. .. . . . .  
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, The Cheap Money Technique 
B~ w. MANNING DACEY 
Condead  from LLOYDS BANK REVIEW 

I N  a general sense, cheap money has now been with us for more than fourteen 
years, save for a brief and needless harking back towards dearer money 

at the outbreak of war. Continued progress towards ever cheap’er Government 
borrowing has been taken for granted ; but the belief dies hard that cheap money 
can be no more than a “cocktail”, even when it has been our staple fare for many 
years. 

At present, the desirability of ultra-cheap money is more widely questioned 
than at any time since 1932. 
among other things, it involves a re-distribution of income whose cumulative 
effect must bring profound social changes. Our object is to deal with two criti- 
cisms of the cheap money policy of which a great deal has been heard in recent 
months. First, it  is a familiar taunt that the Treasury has only hoisted gilt-edged 
to their present eminence by “rigging the market“: I t  will be shown that this term’ 
has very little meaning, but there is nevertheless a,point at which interest rates do 
become nrli/iciuNy low, and they are so at present. Secondly, the acceleiated 
rise in bank deposits in recent months, notwithstanding the fall in the Government 
deficit, has given rise to suggestions that cheap money can only be preserved by a 
cumulative expansion of credit. In  principle, we shall suggest, there is no such 
necessity. 

First, let us examine the’ contention that cheap money means nothing more 
than “rigging the market”. The  sanction behind cheap money i> undoubtedly 
the willingness of the Treasury to expand bank credit. If the public is not prepared 
to invest on a sufficient scale in long-term loans on the terms currently offered, 
the Treasury must be ready to finance itself by short-term borrowing through 
the banking system. This results in an expansion of bank deposits; on which the 
public receives little or no interest ; and as this process continues the terms offered 
on long-term loans*may be expected to appear gradually more attractive. 

The  public will not readily part with bank deposits in.exchange for long-term 
securities unless it can do so without running down its balances too far ; which 
meansthat the level of interest rates is closely linked with the level of bank deposits. 
The  banks in turn (must be adequately supplied with suitable assets to provide 
the counterpart of those deposits,. And the point is that in modern times the most 
important source of banking assets is provided by Government borrowing in the 
form of short-term debt. Hence, the more the Government borrows through the 
banking system, the better terms it can exact on long-term loans sold to the public. 

A Monetary Phenomenon, 
Before 1914 the Treasury Bill 

was used exclusively to cover temporary deficits during seasons of low revenue 
inflow, and the deposits of the banks yere lent almost exclusively to private industry 
and commerce. T h e  1914-18 War raised the outstanding issue of Treasury Bills 
well above Al,OOO Millions, and they have ever since formed a large part of the 
banks: money market assets. At present; commercial bills of cxchange are insig- 
nificant in volume; and bank advances amount to no more than 17 per cent. of 
deposits.’ 

Hence we have the paradox that Government borrowing from the banking 
system; far from raising interest rates, is the main factor in reducing them-for the 

kaf fec ts  far more than the level of interest rates 

That is a comparatively recent development. 

. 
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18 ECONOiMIC DIGEST 

reason that such borrowing supplies the banks with additional assets, raises the& 
deposits and thus makes the public feel sufficiently liquid to subscribe to long-term 
loans at low rates. Some short-term Government borrowing from the banking 
system is indispensable, simply to avert a severe stringency of credit. But i t  
becomes extremely difficult to define what is an unrigged gilt-edged market ; for 
the yield on gilt-edged depends en!irely on how much the Treasury is borrowing 
through the banking system. There is no escape from the basic fact th i t  the rate 
of interest is largely a monetary phenomenon, and that monetary conditions are 
themselves a resultant of Government borrowing policies. 

Before the IVar, it  might have been held that rates of interest were at their 
“natural” level when there was no tendency either for capital to beiexportedorfor 
foreign funds to flow in. Few people to-day would accept the rates ruling in other 
centres as a guide to the proper level in this country. Experience under the gold. 
standard showed that keeping our own rates in line with those elsewhere usually 
meant keeping them too.high to permit full employment at home. 

‘‘Rigging the Market” 
There has been much discussion of the question whether Government’ depart- 

ments have been supporting the market by taking up gilt-edged securities sold by 
the public. While the actual facts are impossible to come by, it seems doubtful 
whether absorption of gilt-edged by the Departments would alone support an 
accusation of “rigging the market”. It is clearly legitimate that somepartof the 
Departments’ holdings should take the form of long-term securities. Secondly, it 
is normal for the Departments to buy up maturing loans as these near the redemp- 
tion date. Finally, there would seem to be little distinction in principle between 
support of the gilt-edged market by Departmental purchases, and the use of credit 
expansion tn reduce interest rates. 

Under the general head of “rigging the market”, finany, many critics would 
include the high priority for Govcrnment issues accorded to itself by the Treasury 
acting in the guise of the Capital Issues Committee. This restraint upon flotations 
by competing borrowers, however, can more properly be regarded a? a secondan, 
safeguard against inflation. I t  would he scandalous if private issues were need- 
lessly restricted in order simply to make Government borrowing still cheaper, but 
excessive restriction of that kind would reflect itself in unemployment. 

In  short,.it is difficult to attach any precise meaning to the suggestion that the 
present low rates have been achieved only by “rigging the market”. Nevertheless, 
the concept of a natural rate of interest has not become altogether meaningless. In  
the Keynesian exposition, a cheap money policy is conceived as a means of curing 
depression. The  level of interest rates ruling when full employment is reached is‘ 
the lowest point to which they can be reduced without pushing the economy 
beyond full employment into an inflationary boom. It is this level-the level just 
consistent with full employment in a free economy-that alone has any claim to be 
regarded as the natural level. 

It is difficult to apply even that criterion, for the reason that we have not had a 
free economy since the War began. The  test is whetherthe existing level is now 
so low that it will need permanently to be reinforcid by controls if inflation is to 
be averted. Even thos‘e who approve of cheap money in principle may therefore 
question the usefulness of the latest cheap money drive, which at the best must 
postpone the removal of controls and at the worst may saddle us with them in- 
definitely. Rates were hardly buidensome when the Labour Government took 
office ; hence, it is surprising that Mr. Dalton should have thought it good states- 
manship to press rates down still further at a time when inflationary forces are only 
kept in check with the assistance of a formidable administrative apparatus. 
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T H E  CHEAP MONEY TECHNIQUE ,’ 19 

The  second question is the prevailing 
belief that low rates of interest necessarily mean a larger volume of credit tlian high 
rates, so that every,turn of the cheap money screw must still further augment the 
already abnormally high quantity of liquid assets in the hands of the public. That  
admittedly seems implicit in the technique of ,cheap money, nor is it sought to 
deny that the tendency may be in that direction,but it is worth while to examine 
more closely the relationships between interest‘rates and the volume of money. 

When the Treasury first offers less generous terms than the public is accus- 
tomed to, many investors may be reluctant to take up the new issue. They will 
prefer to remain uninvested for a time, until events have shown whether the 
’Treasury will he able to enforce its new terms, for if interest rates should rise 
again, it  will be possible to buy not only the new issue, but also existing loans 
more cheaply. But it must he thought that this opportunity of purchasing securi- 
ties more cheaply will occur soon. The  tendency to “hold off’ gilt-edged need.be 
no greater in a period of firmly established cheap money than in periods of high, 
but fluctuating rates. So long as interest rates are falling, an investor who remains 
liquid sacrifices not only income, but also the chance of making capital gains. 

On the other hand, it must he recognised. that oncerates are thought to have 
grounded at a low level, the penalty for remaining liquid is reduced, because a 
smaller amount of potential income is sacrificed, and capital profits no longer come 
into the picture. . Some people may decide permanently to hold more of their 
assets in liquid form. Even so,.the additional demand fur cash under this head 
may well he offset by the reduction in the balances formerly held uninvested against 
a possible fall in gilt-edged. In short, it should remain an’open question whether 
in the long run cheap money necessarily involves expansion of credit. If, for any 
reason the public desires for a time to hold cash rather than securities; the authori- 
ties must be prepared to Freate more cash and support the gilt-edged market ; but 
it does not follow that they will, in fact, have to “monetise debt”. 

The Real Danger 
From the Treasury point of view, the most unfavourable combination’of 

circumstances is a position in which a major downward trend in interest rates is 
generally thought to have reached its limit, and has culminated in extremely low 
rates in which confidence has not yet been established. I t  may he that it is this 
which we have been witnessing, and which largely accounts for the increased 
tempo of credit expansion. 

Net sales of the 
securities intended for the large saver have declined ; the rate of increase of bank 
deposits has been more than doubled. It is reasonable to suppose that subscrip- 
tions to the tap issues would have been larger, and credit expansion correspondingly 
smaller, if the Chancellor had pot been “forcing the pace”and drivingdown interest 
rates LO new low levels. However, by all past experience this abnormal desire for 
liquidity should disappear fairly soon-provided that .Mr. Dalton is content to 
leave well alone. In that event, there is no reason to fear that credit expansion 
must continue indefinitely. The  real danger is ,that with rates at their present 
very low level, even a non-Socialist Government might find it difficult to remove 
present controls over investment without incurring the risk of 3n inflationary 
boom. 

So much for “rigging the market“. 

Certainly, the position has changed very much for the worse. 



Dr. Dalton On Cheap Money Policy 
- 

Condensed /rom Budget Speech, April l:, 1947 

T H E  steady and progressive reduction in rates of Government borrowing over 
the last eighteen months has brought great and solid benefit, not to one section 

only, hut to the nation as a whole. First 
and foremost comes the relief to the taxpayer, on whom falls the burden of ser- 
vicing the National Debt; now grown to gigantic proportions as a consequence of 
two great wars. . Since His Majesty’s present Government took office we have 
issued more than E1,300 Million of Z& per cent. long-dated and irredeemable 
aecurities-some long-dated and some irredeemable. Before our cheap-money 
drive began, these issues would have had to he raised-at 3 per cent. or higher. 
If we assume only 3 per cent. the long-term interest burden on the.taxpayer has 
been lightened by at least E6,500,000 a year in respect of these long-term issues. In  
addition, the Floating Debt now carries interest at only one-half of 1 per cent. If 
this Debt had had to he raised on the terms current before my,first Budget, the 
taxpayer would have had to pay E31 Million a yearpore in interest on the Floating 
Debt alone. Adding these two figures together, it is clear that, on direct Govern- 
ment borrowing alone, the taxpayer has been saved nearly E40 Million a year since 
,October 1945. 

It benefits the 
local authorities ; it benefits the great public hoards; it benefits private industry.. . 

They borrow 
either on the credit of the State through the Local Loans Fund, or on their own 
credit in the stock market or by mortgage. Since the present Government took 
.office, the amount drawn by local authorities from the Local Loans Fund is E117 
Million. Of this El00 Million has h.een drawn since June 1946, when, on my 
instructions, the rate of interest was reduced from 3f to 21 per cent., a lower level 

.than it had ever stood at before. 
Therefore, on this El00 Million drawn since that time, the local authorities 

enjoy an annual saving of over E500,OOO a year. T o  this must he added the further 
saving to the ratepayers of more than ~1,000,000 a year if this year’s drawings on 
the Fund run as I estimate. Further, on their,own credit the local authorities 
have convened E29 Million of stocks in the market since our cheap-money drive 
began, to rates of 23. per cent. loan in the early stages, improving later to 24 per 
cent. 

Let me give reasons for that opinion. 

But cheap money benefits not only the centrabGovernmeqt. 

The  capital needs of the local authorities are met in two ways. 

The  saving so far on these conversions has been L600,OOO a year. 
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India's Views ' on Sterling Balances 

Co&lard ,from ErlSl"E'R3 E~OXOAIIIST' ,  A'EII' DELHI , . 

I (1) The Quniifum o/ De6t 
The  sum to be settled is taken to he 1,606 crores of rupees (L1,ZOO Millions) 

'as at the end of 1946. The  conclusion arrived.at by the writer is that there is no 
case for scaling down the total on the ground of inflation of prices or for any other 
reason. The  argument for scaling down (on the ground of assumed inflated 
price levels in India) 'is particularly inappropriate at the present time. We are 
familiar with the British complaints regarding the purchasing power of the American 
Loan, but there is unexplained reticence about the purchasing power of our sterling 
debt. i . (2) T/ie Currewy'Reseme 

The Rcservc to be held for the note issue has been estimated by the Reserve 
Bank of India at 200 crores (L150 Millions) but to allow for contingencies the 
figure o f  250 crores is taken as reasonable. I t  may be added that a rececit amend- 
ment of the Reserve Bank Act will enable the Bank to hold Dart of its reserve in 
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foreig-n currencies. 
The  setting mart  of the sum of Rs. 250 crores as currency reserve is not for 

the purpose ofhldcking,or freezing it against any use (a is widely and naively 
assumed in London) but .to secure its usability and convertibility in an unchal- 
lengeable manner. The  liquidity of the asszts of the central bank should be above 
question and it should be open to the Reserve Bank to draw upon them in case 
df necd. 

(3) "Financinl" Trans/err 
After making a provision of Rs. 250 crores for the currency reserv,e, the sum 

of Rs. 1350 crores is left to be settled by other methods. I t  is platitudinous, 
neveitheless necessary, to repeat that these.,foreign exchange r~sources, built u p  
at enormous cost in terms of human and material sacrifice, should be employed for 
the most productive usesfrom the point of view of the rapid economic development 
of the community. Once frittered away it will not be ordinarily possible to buila 
them up without subjecting ourselves to further sacrifices .of a heroic character. 
It is in the light of this all important consideration.that proposals for earmarking 
substantial quantities of sterling assets for what.may b'e regarded as purely "finan: 
cial" transactions should be tested. Those proposals are : . 

(1) Funding of pension and provident fund charges 
(2) Purchase of British war factories, works and surplus stores in .India, and 
(3) Purchase of British commercial investments in India 
The  capital sum required for the funding of pension and provident funds has 

Thc  
On a necessarily roilgh-basis the value 

AS regards 

1. Biitish investments could be acquired u p  to the extent of Rs. 250 crores 
on a selective basis with a view to reducing the annual remiitances to the 
utmost and eliminating alien interests in key points on the hasis of the 
findings of a compulsory census of foreign investments and of a com- 
pulsory scheme of acquisition at negotiated prices by agreement between 
H.M. Government and the Indian Government. 

, .  
. , .  

been estimated at L250 Millions at most and at El50 Millions at lowest. 
writer opposes the funding of any amount. 
of war factories and stores worth taking over'is put at 60 crores. 
British investments the conclusion reached is summarised, as follows :- 
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2. A policy .of indiscriminate acquisition of the investments, regardless of 
their differences in kind and of the amount to be paid (particularly more 
than Ks. 250 crorcs) is inadvisable in India’s long run interests. 

3. As important as, if not more important than the ceiling of Ks. 250 crores 
for the purpose is the determination of the prices of the investments a t  a 
level sufficiently below the present inflationary level to give justice to 
India’s money. 

(4) Outlines of a Seiilemat 
Of the.total ‘amount of Rs. 1600 crores, deducting Rs. 250 crores for currency 

reserve, Rs. 250 crores for purchase of commercial investments, Rs. 60 crores for 
war stores and assets, and Rs. 40 crores for an overflow under the last two, the 
balance left for unblocking, annual release and funding is Rs. 1000 crores. 

In  the initial period of release 200 crores (EIS0 Millions) is taken as a reason- 
able figure. 

This is assuredly no measure of India’s needs, which are higher, but of the 
consideration shown to Britain in the difficulties of the transition. If to this is 
added thc cost of imports of consumer goods, foodgrains and possibly bullion, 
estimated roughly Rs. 100 crores, the resulting total mill be Rs. 300 crores or Ks. 75 
crores per annum. This would be the minimum for this worn-out economy in a 
hungry world in which little is obtainable immediately. I t  entails no less than a 
50 per cent. reduction in the estimated external requirements of our first 5 year 
plan and should be considered as an unduly low figure, if it is remembered that 
India’s surplus contribution to the Dollar Pool (over her withdrawals) is Rs. 114 
crores and that amount is not considered separately. 

After comparing the payments to be made to .Argentina, Brazil and Portugal, 
250 crores is regarded as a fair annual instalment within Great Britain’s capacity 
to pay. Deducting this amount there remains 750 crores to be funded and repaid 
at the farthest limit of 15 years at the rate of 50 crores a year, the rate of interest 
being 2 per.cent. But 10 years (1951 to 1960) is finallyuken as a reasonable per,iod 
to amortise the debt. , 

( 5 )  The Mechanism of Transfer 
T h e  final calculation (after aIlowing for interest charges) is that Great Britain 

should repay to India Rs. 62.5 crores a year in 1947-50 and Rs. 87.75 crores a 
T h e  difficulty of making these annual payments is admitted, 

gu t  no solution of the difficulty is suggested, though some are discussed. The  
only definite conclusion is that : “India should guard against accepting any bilateral 
arrangement, even if we have the willingness to accommodate Britain to the maxi- 
mum extent in practice”. 

ear in 1951-1960. 

Economic Digest 
is obtainable by subsrripiion‘only a f  14s. for twe1c.e months. or 7s. /or six m a f h s ,  
/,om Lan’iern Publishing Co., Lid. ,  10, Drdke Sireet, Red Lion ’ Syuare, 

London, W.C.1 



I.T.O. Charter and Quantitative. 
‘.Restrictions ‘ 

Condenaed lrom V.S.A.  I X F O R J I A T I O N  SERVICE’, Etc. 

S O M E  indication of the line the American Delegation is likely to take at the 
Geneva Conference may be gathered from the statement made by Mr. \B. L. 

Clayton, ;Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs on March 20, befqre 
the Finance Committee of the Senate. Speaking of Chapter V of the proposed 
charter, which is its core, Mr. Clayton said : 

“From our standpoint, the most important provisions:in Chapter V are those 
relating to quantitative restrictions. The  basic provision on this subject is that 
there shall be no quantitative restrictions on trade, such as quotas, licensing systems, 
and similar measures of quantitative control. 

“This provision is of crucial importance for the development of the United 
States and world trade. Quantitative controls are rigid devices which arbitrarily 
cut off trade and lend themselves to trade diversion and discrimination. They 
involve a maximum of interference with the operation of private traders by govern- 
ment officials. 

“The.most important exception is that which permits countries faced with a 
shortage of foreign exchange to limit imports to what they can pay for. This 
exception is necessary because countries which were devastated or whose economies 
were disrupted by the war are not now, and for some time will not be, in a position 
to earn, by exports or otherwise, the foreign exchange necessary to pay for all that 
they would like to import. Such countries 
must for the time being do without imported luxuries and other non-essentials in 
order that available foreign exchange may be spent on.food, raw materials, equip- 
ment and other things which they must have to live and to reconstruct their econo- 
mies.” 

The  same subject was discussed at a meeting of the International Monetary 
Fund at which, according to the Washington correspondent of the Financial 
Times, the “inside” history of the preliminary London Conference was revealed by 
the Funds observer. 

Why Chapter IV Was Added 
The  British delegation argued that the U.K. would never have signed the 

Bretton Woods agreements unless it retained the right to use quantitative restric- 
tions freely, and that there,was nothing about quantitative restrictions in the 
Fund agreement. 

Imports must, therefore, be rationed. 

- 

Speaking of Chapter IV, Mr. Clayton said : 
“This chapter did not appear in the original United States draft which was 

used as a basis for the discussions in the London meeting. I t  was added because a 
number of the under-developed countries felt that provisions dealing explicitly 
with this subject are a necessary and proper part of an international trade charter. 

“The procedure is such that there cannot be any general and widespread 
application of restrictions on trade to protect industries in under-developedcoun- 
tries which have no real prospect of developing and which would only be a burden 
on consumers and work injury to foreign exporters. In  those cases in which 
there is a sound basis for developing an industry in an.under-developed country, 
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24 . ECOXOMIC DIGEST , I , 
it seems to me to be in our own interest that steps of one kind or another be taken 
to facilitate such development. . 

“To the extent that the resources of any country are developed, wealth is 
created in which we.and all other countries are bound to share through the.process 
of trade.” 

H e  drew particular attention to Article 34 of the Draft, the so-called’“Escape 
Clause”, under which concessions which cause or threaten serious injury to domestic 

.. ’ 

! producers may be withdrawn or modified. $ 

MI. Clayton & ’ o n ’  to say : 
“I should like alsq, to draw attention to the provisions relating to the important 

and difficult question of State trading. As the Charter is intended to be world- 
wide in application, its provisions are designed to meet the needs not only of private 
enterprise countries but, also socialised States, and all shades in hetwen’!. 

Other points touched upon were State trading, Restrictive business practices 

MI. Clayton concluded,with an allusion to the very close relationship between 
economic and political .questions : 

. . “Political questions arise between nations now and then ; economic.con- 
tacts and relationships are of hourly occurrence between most ,nations in t h e  
world. Most real differences between .nations -hare their origin in economic 
causes., The  seeds of future conflicts have often been planted ‘in the failure to 
adjust.such differences promptly and equitably.” 

A rather surprising omission v a s  (he absence of specific reference to “Prefer- 
.ences”. Writing from Geneva on this question, the Daily Herald’s correspondent 
said : 

“The Empire countries~will present at Geneva a united front built up during 

“ A m e h  may‘be asked to reduce her tariff on wool by as much as 50 per 
I n  return the’Empire countries 

“New Zealand wants the United States ‘butter tariff reduced, ‘Canada the 
Ameri5a wants’ a cut in the Canadian tariff on 

“Britain wants reductions in American:tariffs.on.a host of items.such as pen- 
. nibs, radio sets, electrical equipment;men‘s suitings and so on. 
’ ‘“‘For Brim% all this is something OS a gamble.’ If we’open our markets to 
American goods without in the end securing adequate return, our,  recovery might 

I 

j . 

’ and inter-Government commodity arrangements. 

! 

I 
I ‘ ‘three weeks of discussion’in London. ’ 

1 

I 
wnt.-a demand of special interest to Australia. 
‘might, foi example, reduce their tariffs on American cars. 8 .  

, 

United States newsprint duties. 
I Californian raisins. ’* 
I 

be jeopardised.” . # ’  
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Should War Cost Be A World - Debt ? 
.. 

Condensed from various sources 

T H E  depletion of British home and. external resources is the direct consequence 
of the accidental way in which the common waf  effort came to be financed, 

and of the disproportionate burden which this country has so far been left to 
shoulder. Both equity and self-interest demand that the Allied’and associated 
nations undertake a radical correction of this position without further delay. 

From the point of view ,of equity, Nuremberg not only removed any vestige 
of doubt that joint responsibility to resist the Nazi jackboot began in 1939, but 
demonstrated the prescience of hvo American Presidents in their recommendations, 
unhappily so far ignored, for handling the finance of the common war. To-day 
more urgently than ever, these recommendations need to be recalled and,made the 
basis of positive remedial action. 

In  June, 1942, President Rwsevelt said :- 
All the United Nations nrqseeking the maximum conversion to war production in the 

light of their special resources. If  each country devotes roughly the same fraction of its 
national production to war, then the financial burden of war is distributed equally among 
the United Nations in accordance with their ability to pay. 

In  August, 1945, President Truman said :- 
To the extent that the cost of each nation’s contribution to the war can be measured in 

financial terms. probably the best measurement is the proportion of its national income 
which each of the United Nations is devoting to the war. . 

President Truman illustrated this principle with these figures :- 
’ Pan CEXT OF NATIONAL INCOME DEVOTED TO W/m 

1940 1941 1942 . 1943 , 1944 
Britain . . ._. .. .. 39 49 53 54 54 
Russia . . .. .. .. 27 35 45 48 44 
Australia , . , . . . .. 12 25 43 48 44 
Canada .. .. .. 10 23 40 54 52 
New Zealand ,. .. . .  9 19 50 54 49 
U S A .  . . . . . . .. 3 . 11 35 46 46 

Can any0n.e suppose that the’years 1940 and 1941. so crucial for the Allied 
cause, were included by accident ? 

Concern  for Great Britain 

This Presidential’principle makes it clear that what is currently treated as 
Britain’s extnnol surrender of substance was in fact part of the “conversion to 
war production” of other members of the United Nations, and that beyond this a 
goodly slice of our own internal conversion to war production calls for rectification 
to a common average. 

It is true that the disposable margin of national income of a country like India 
is narrow, and reduces.the burden which India should be asked to bear. But 
perhaps the greatest error of all is the totally unwarranted assumption tha t any  
burden not so borne by India is the responsibility of the one Ally whose input, on 
behalf of all, is already excessive. 

From the point of view of self-interest, it is highly significant that Britain’s 
present and prospective position should have aroused so much concern abroad, and 
particularly in the U.S.A. Apart from the political factors recently evmined by 
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28 ECONOMIC DIGEST 

Mr. Walter Lippmann, Britain remains the hub of world trade. Existing and 
threatened new restrictions on her importing and commercial powers run directly 
counter to that policy of world trade expansion on which America relies to develop 
and hold her sixty million jobs and a national'income of $200 milliard or more. 

At this income level, the service of her internaldebt of $265 milliard, requiring 
Even if a few months 

more of total war, or due rectification of war finance, had raised the .internal debt 
t o  $300 milliard, the annual burden of service would still be less.than 3 per cent. 

' $5 milliard, represents an annual burden of but 2& per cent. 

Burden Would Be Doubled 

On ;he other hand, a progressive deterioration of world production and trade, 
such as halved her income in the ' ~ O ' S ,  would quickly double the burden of the 
existing $5 milliard of service.' A motion recently tabled in the House of Com- 
mons by Col. Crosthwaite-Eyre and others rightly suggests that America and 
Britain are not the only countries concerned in the adjustments which should now 
be ,made, but except, perhaps, in the very short te:m, it is abundantly clear that 
every member of the United Nations stands to gain enormously by radical and 
decisive action based on the principle adumbrated by two American Presidents in 
the fifth and twentieth Lend-Lease Reports.-J. L. GIBSON in The Stotist. ' 

The United -States contributed 5341,000 millions towards winning World 
War 11. This is an investment in world freedom and world peace. . . . It is only 
commonsense that we should safeguard this investment.-PRESIDETW TRUMAN 
(Address to Congress). 

The  danger of a European economic collapse is the threat.that hangs over us 
and all the world. The  United States needs to be awakened, not put comfortably 
to sleep with assurances that are true enough, but not relevant to the practical 
'realities of the case, about the character of the British people. . . . The  economic 
collapse of Britain-if it is not dealt with thoroughly before it occurs-will spread 
economic dislocation and have political repercussions throughout all the regions of 
the world which are within the sterling area.. London is still the financial and 
political capital centre of the,immense part of the globe. The  financial. margin 
on which it is operating is so thin-it will be perhaps $4,000 millions at the end of 
this year-that there is no safety in.it.-\VALTER LIPPMAN (New York Tribune). 
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Australia has suffered no loss of external wealth (as a result of the war) and has 
incurred no external liability. Her position is more favourable to-day than before 

Her London funds are considerably higher, and she has reduced her 
London debt by EA 60,000,000. I t  is an intolerable irony that the United Kingdom 
should be the only one of the United Nations to emerge from the war heavily 
burdened with war debt.-PRIME MINISTER OF AUSTRALIA, announcing gift of 
L A  25,000,000 to.the United Kingdom towards cost of war in Pacific. 

, the war. 

" 

1 ,  

ARMAMENTS 

Russian Finance Minister A. G. Zverev last week reported that in 1947 
Russia's expenditure for its armed forces would be 52 per cent. of what it was 
in 1945. A comparison Zverev did not make : for the fiscal year 1947 Britain's 
armed forces budget is 25 per cent. of 1945, the U.S.'s 16 per cent.-Time. 
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Russian Grip on German Industry 
Condcrmd from lhe AIAXCHESTER G U A R D I A J  

T H E  following tables are derived from material used by the German Govern- 
ment for the Soviet zone, and are, to some extent, official. The  first table 

deals with the reduction of industrial capacity in the Soviet zone. It represents 
the position in November 1946. 

The  second table shows industrial production in Thuringia in October. 
Metallurgy and mining are the two most important industries. Both are included 
under the first heading, and the concentration of labour in this field secured by 
the Russians is at once obvious. Simple arithmetic shows that in an average Land 
of the Soviet zone 80 per cent. of metallurgical and mining plant has been dis- 
mantled and another 13 per cent. is under Soviet control. 

Type of Industry Dismantled 
P.C. 

War- 
damaged 

P.C. 

Total 
reduction 

P.C. 

.. .. 80 Iron foundries and rolling mills.. 80 .. - 
Heavy machinery.. .. .. .. 55 .'. 25 . _  80 
Motor vehicles .. .. .. 55 3.. 20 .. 75 
Electrical . . . .  .. .. .. 60 .. 20 . .  80 
Precision machinery optical, etc. . .  '60 . .  15 .. 75 
Cement . . . .  .. _.:.. 40 .. i n  to .. .. ._ ~~ 

Plaster . . .. . .  .. . .  35 . :  5 _ _  40 
Glass and ceramics , . .. .. 35 ... 15 .. 50 

.1M) . .  100 .. - Plywood _ .  " .. _ .  . .  
Celluloid and paper , . . . . . .  45 .. 1 5  .. 60 
Other wood-manufactures , . .. 15 . .  20 _ _  25 
Rubber manufacture . . .. .. 80 .. 10 _ .  90 
Sulphuric acid .. . .  ..' 60 .. 5 . .  65 
Soda ,. . .  . .  .. .. 80 .. 5 . .  85 
h'itrogen . _  . . . .  .. _ .  60 . _ _  5 ... 65 
Rayon, plastics , . .. . .  , .  35 .. 5 .. 40 
Textiles , , .. .. . .  . .  15 . . * .  10 .. 25 
Leather .. . .  . . . . .  25 .. '5' .. 30 
Shoes ._. . .  . . . .  .. 15 .. 5 .. 20 

. .  

Production (1,000 marks) 
Type of Industry German-owned Russian-owned 

Metallurgical . . , , . .  .. .. .. 1,338 2,464 
Machinery . . .. .. .. . . .  . . 10,623 8,146 
Toys, musical instruments .. .. .. 1,794 - 
Electrical. ,. . .. .. .. .. 
Precision machinery . , . , .. .. 
Medical apparatus . . .. .. . .  . . .  699 . . . .  , 3,406 

. . . . .  . . . . .  - 4,870 
Chemical . . . .  . .  .. 
Artificial manures . . 
Phnrmaceutical.. , , .. .. .. .. 1,206 - 
Rubher, asbestos . . . . .  .. .. . .  727 1,560 
Building materials . . .. .. .. .. 8,380 1,079 
Glass, ceramics .. .. . . . . .  .. 6,945 357 .. .. .. .. 10,290 - Wood . .  .. 
Textiles . .  . . . .  . . . .  ._  '21,463 
Clothing, leather . . . . . . . .  .. .. 9,170 - .. .. .. .. 1,323 - 

.. 4,795 1,386 .. 145, 535 - 
- 

- 
Paper, celluloid . ... - - 

TOTAW 82,304 20,397 , 
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The. New Rivals : 
i Experts Versus Non-Exper ts 

B y  Dr. ANDERS ,OSTLIND 
Prom Qurlerly Review of SKAA'DIA'AVISKA; B A X K E X ,  OSLO 

I'I' may actually be questioned whether the structure of society has not changed 

capitalists and wage-earners is now being continuously replaced by a fight not less 
bitter between the relatively few experts and the large mass of non-txperts. There 
can hardly be any doubt that the experts as a group are replacing the capitalists in 
importance, both in Sweden and in several other countries. The  time is passed, 
when enterprising, gifted and ambitious persons could collect considerahle,wealth 
by the force of their own capacity. Every time the large existing fortunes change 
owner by inheritance, etc., the relative number of persons who at the same time are 
capitalists and experts is apparently being reduced. ' The  capitalist class thereby 
loses more and more of its direct influence over the means of production, as nowa- 
days capitalists without expert knowledge are' powerless. The  number of experts 
o n  the other hand is increasing day by day andso is their power, but what is impos- 
sible for the experts is to turn their power into incomes of the size required at the 
present rates of taxation if they are to get into the capitalist group. 

After pointing out the fact of the mutual struggle between different social 
groups for'material advantages and affirming that the value of various wage-earners' 
work cannot be objectively determined, and that in any case trade unions may be 
expected to guard their members' interestsby trying to obtain maximum wages 
from the employers who, in turn, must use a similar method when selling their 
products, Dr. Anders Ostlind continues : "It seems probable that this will con: 
tribute in making the struggle for higher wages more bitter. In  free competition 
there are self-adjusting forces which-although slowly-tend to create certain 
norms of remuneration for comparative services in different branches of industry. 
I f  these forces are weakened when competition is being restricted, the standardisa- 
tion of yages hetween. comparable labour groups and of the return of capital 
between different branches of production will apparently break down. A feeling 
of insecurity is thereby created, which may make it necessary for different social 
grpups to fight bitterly and continuously against a deterioration of their position 
o n  the labour or cominpdity market. . . . I t  is not impossible that a combination 
of sirong trade unions and a permanent state of full employment would constitute 
a threat to monetary stability. 

so radically since the time of Karl Mam, that the traditional struggle between - 
' 

I 
, ' 

' 

' 

' ' 

I 

SMALL TOWN'S INITIATIVE 
Newburyport, a sea. coast town of 15,000 citizens with shoe-making its 

:main industry, reported greatly increased sales since -a 10 per cent. price 
reduction plan started on April 19. Neighbouring towns have .already 
adopted the "Newburyport plan" as have communities in several other 
states throughout the country. A large chain of stores, with many retail 
outlets throughout Eastern United States, has also reduced prices. 

Retail merchants in the towns adopting the plan have announced price 
cuts on a temporary basis only, emphasising that sustained lower prices 
depended upon similar price reductions by wholesalers who supply them wlth 
their products.-U.S. Broadcast. 

I 
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Economic, Who’s Who 
* Condeneed fmm the FISAIVCIAL l’IAlES,  XAI\‘CIIESl’ER GUdRDIAiV . 

and 1 ’ I X E  

Britain’s Chief Planner 
SIR Edwin Plowden, one-time Chief Executive of the Ministry of Aircraft 

Production, is Sir Stafford Cripps’s man of “very special attainments and 
.experience“ who is to he the Go\;ernment’s Chief Planning Officer. 

H e  is a director 
of C. Tennant, Sons 8i CO: Ltd., chemical, iron and steel and general merchants, 

H e  was ,awarded the 
K.B.E.’ in last year’s Birthday Honourg.--Financial, rimes. 

Sir Edwin, who was with M.A.P: i,n 1945-46 is 40 years old. 

, and of British Aluminium, and the B.S.A.A. Corporation. 

Chief Economic Planner 
’ . Mr. Robert Hall is to succeed Mr. James Mead as Director of the Economic 
Section ofi the Cabinet Secretariat. This is the central staff for economic planning. 
Indeed, it is the only planning staff the Government .yet has. ‘ 

He studied engineering in Queensland, 
came to Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar,.ind became a Fellow of Trinity College. His 
first job in the war was at’the Ministry of Supply, and he was much concerned with 
supplies to the Soviet Union. Later he went to Washington with the Raw Materials 
Commission, and lately he has been advising the Board of Trade on commodity 
control agreements. Mr. Hall has never been a member of the Labour Party, 
hut he is said to be sympathetic towards moderate Socialism.-ManchbtPr Guardian. 

Mr. Hall is an Australian, aged 46. 

/ 

. The United States Ambassador 
Lewis W. Douglas, 52, backed Landon in 1936, hdlped organise the “Demo- 

crats for Willkie” in 1940. Roosevelt had no more bitter foe at home, but no more 
ardent supporter abroad. Douglas went back into Government service, first as 
Lend-Lease expediter. in London, then as Deput): War Shipping Administrator. 
Britain’s Cause never had a stouter- friend. Douglas is an internationalist first, a 
“hard-money’’ man second. 

After five years in Arizona’s mines, he moved up to the House of Represent- 
atives. Since 1934 he has been vice-president of American Cyanamid; principal 
of Montreal’s McCill University, and President of Mutual.-Time. 

President of the World Bank 
John J. McCloy (salary $30,000 a year, taxfree), did a bang-up administra- 

Private bankers warmed at McCloy’s first discussion of the Bank’s lending 
“The Bank” said he, “is fundamentally sound and has an important 

Ih makine loans. it is imDossible to eliminate Dolitieal considerations 

tive job as Assistant Secretary of.War. 

policies. 
iob to do. . intirely. I t  is the Bank‘s function to take calculated risk‘s. But every possible 
step should be taken for the protection of its bonds. The securities of’the Bank 
must be made prime, because in the long run its success is dependent upon the 
co-operation of the financial community.”-Time. 
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* Science 
WILL FINALLY CONQUER 
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Good news for National Savers 

' 
These are the big amactions of the new National 
Savings Certificates-a convenient price and rn. 
increased maximum holdmg of 1000 in adiition m 
holdings of alJ previous issues. Many people will 
prefer a lo/- certificate. Each certificate, if retained, 
increases to 13/- in ten years, an increase of U)% 

€lee of tax. 

T H E . *  SAVINGS 
( E  R T  I F I CATE S 

. .  


